
ProDemand® with SureTrack®

The ultimate diagnostic resource

Things move fast in an auto repair shop. So you need repair information tools that work as fast  
and accurately as you do. That’s ProDemand with SureTrack.

From your first look under the hood, ProDemand steers you in the right direction to an accurate 
diagnosis and efficient repair. SureTrack, the diagnostics module inside ProDemand, delivers Real Fixes 
based on millions of actual repairs, along with powerful features that guide you through the diagnostic 
process. A Top 10 Repairs list gets you started with a quick view of the most common components, 
codes, symptoms and lookups for your current vehicle.



SureTrack Real Fixes 

Common Replaced Parts
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How SureTrack helps improve your diagnostic efficiency:

XX Integrated with Repair Information 
OEM and real-world content are provided at the 
same time, delivering all your answers in one place.

XX Common Replaced Parts 
Start your diagnosis with parts replacement graphs 
that guide you to the most likely parts failure for 
this specific vehicle model, mileage and symptoms. 
You’ll save time by immediately recognizing the top 
parts related to your situation.

XX SureTrack Real Fixes 
Expert-based knowledge captured from millions of 
completed repair orders and real-world tips  
contributed by professional techs.

XX Component Test Information 
Component operation, location, best test location, connector end views and test procedures 
provide all the information needed to verify the component is operating properly or failing.

XX Known Good Waveforms 
The industry’s largest library of waveforms to compare your test results to known good values.

XX Community of Technicians 
You are likely not the first person to come across that difficult-to-diagnose code or symptom. Use 
the community as a collaborative tool to ask a question out to automotive experts and receive 
answers (often in a few minutes) to help you move forward. 

XX ProView Troubleshooting Tool 
Radial graph showing the relationship between codes, symptoms and components. Especially 
useful for multi-code diagnostics.

If you are not using ProDemand with SureTrack yet, give it a test drive for free and discover how 
much more productive you can be with the industry’s most complete — and efficient — repair 
information tools.

For more information:
Call us: 888-724-6742 
Visit us: www.mitchell1.com/prodemand
Or find your local Mitchell 1 sales representative: 
www.mitchellrep.com

SureTrack® brings together a unique combination of business intelligence and real-world 
expertise to help you increase accuracy and efficiency from diagnosis to completed 
repair. It’s the industry’s most comprehensive source of expert knowledge for professional 

technicians, delivered in a single lookup in ProDemand.


